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Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red
cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership.
This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual,
service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary
EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in
New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to
Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up
display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one
of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This
Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles
from new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning
system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was
originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our
daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
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Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. One year later, as of model year , series production of the model began
and it was renamed the shortly thereafter. As of model year , the was also available as a "safety
cabriolet" Targa with permanently mounted roll-over bar and removable soft top. As of model
year , the wheelbase was lengthened by 57 mm, resulting in increased driving comfort and
simultaneously more stable driving dynamics. The S, the first engine derivative of the , was also
launched on the market. In the years that followed, models bearing the additional designations
T, L and E were launched. Thanks to the fixed bar, the occupants were protected from injury in
the event of the vehicle overturning. In addition to superior equipment, the S model was the first
to be given "Fuchs" rims with their distinctive 5-spoke design. Its equipment matched that of
the four-cylinder model. One of the ways in which it could be distinguished from more powerful
models was the fact that it had a silver rather than a gold logo. The engine remained
unchanged. The L version was renamed the E following the introduction of the new generation
of engines and delivered power outputs of between hp and hp. You can now quickly and easily
find selected genuine parts for your classic car using the Porsche Classic Parts Explorer. Each
year, some reissued parts plus selected products for specific models become available online,
along with all of the relevant details, of course. In addition to images and part numbers, you will
find a range of useful information regarding the individual products and specific usage
scenarios. As you can imagine, there is a wealth of information available to explore. Why not
begin your own tour of the Parts Explorer now and find out which reissued parts are available
for your classic car. Incidentally: It is worth checking back regularly. After all, our product range
is always expanding. We look forward to your visit. Rare species deserve special protection: We
are now offering the Porsche Classic Vehicle Tracking System so that the reliable protection
system that our new vehicles already benefit from is also available for Porsche classic models.
Thanks to intelligent, GPS-based monitoring and the associated appâ€”with a wide range of
additional functionsâ€”you can know exactly where your classic car is at any time. The
relationship you have with your Porsche is something very special â€” and long-term
relationships need special care and attention. It can be used on all exterior surfaces and on all
Porsche paint generations. Particularly authentic: the high-quality, classic-style storage bag
with houndstooth pattern. Engine oils from Porsche Classic. Formulated exclusively for
Porsche classic cars. Engineered in Weissach. Made in Germany. A perfect fit to the body of the
car is an important aspect of the Porsche quality standard. After all, the second skin must sit
like a tailor-made suit. It must be precise to the millimetre. Through a series of wide-ranging
measures, the Porsche Classic experts have managed to achieve considerable improvements in
the production quality of wings and side sections for the Porsche model years to This also
enabled the thin-plate parts of the legendary Carrera RS 2. Like the Original Porsche Crest for
your classic. Each Porsche embodies the fascination of the Sports Car, up to a ripe old age and
down to the last detail. One of these is the Porsche Crest. Because it is so indispensable, the
Original Porsche Crest has been relaunched for the Porsche Classic models. True to the
original colour, material and details, and "Made in Germany". Porsche Model versions. Genuine
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Highlights. Porsche Classic Vehicle Tracking System Rare species deserve special protection:
We are now offering the Porsche Classic Vehicle Tracking System so that the reliable protection
system that our new vehicles already benefit from is also available for Porsche classic models.
Balm for the soul of your classic car. The elixir of life for your classic car. Exterior panelling
precision. Your passion for your classic car will inevitably begin with a focus on detail. It's the
small details that make a classic complete. Face it. This is the Age of Protest. And when you
want to register your protest against the impersonalism of dumb cars, burning your driver's
license on the steps of the new GM building isn't your best bet. First of all, no one at GM is
going to give much of a damn, and, once you've made the Grand Gesture, the only way to get
back home is to take a subwayâ€”no matter how much you hate those dumb four door sedans
with 6-cylinder engines and 2-speed automatics, eternally condemning yourself to the IRT isn't
the plan. And, of course, there is the reputation thing. Porsches are arrogant. Only the fact that
it has four wheels makes a Porsche a "car. Porsche knows; Porsche cares; Porsche lives. We
also wanted to test both current body styles, and Porsche cooperated by making a T Targa
available. One thing we did not get with any of the carsâ€”and we were just as pleased not to
have itâ€”was the Sportomatic transmission. All four cars were equipped with Porsche's
5-speed manual transmission. In tests of this kind Car and Driver has often gone to prominent
racing test drivers to give usâ€”and youâ€”extra insight. For our Porsches we had the great
good fortune to sign Mark Donohue. Donohue's success as a driver two-time U. But Mark not
only drives a wide variety of race cars, he is in charge of building and testing them for Roger
Penske Racing. Engineers, even engineers like Mark Donohue, demand proof, not personal
opinions. Due to New York's unpredictable winter weather, the decision was made to carry out
the road course portion of the test in more favorable climes. In this way we would be able to get
experience driving the cars through New York's incredible traffic snarl, then evaluate the
long-distance cruising capabilities on the trip down to Marlboro, and finally we could wring the
four cars out at Marlboroâ€”a tight, rough-surfaced, 1. The Porsches may have felt out of place
on a drag strip, but steaming through traffic, running down the coast, a few dozen quarter miles
and time in on a race course is a good way to look at a car inside and out. As matters turned
out, we were even able to put the cars to the test through a wild variety of weather conditions.
It's obvious that someone who really cares about driver comfort designed the interiors. And,
despite the cars' compact exterior dimensions, there is more room for driver and passenger
than in most limousines. The only car in which there was room for improvement was the Targa,
where the wider front wheel wells impinge upon foot space. Perhaps Porsche is trying to tell
you somethingâ€”the tach is positioned so that nothing can interrupt the driver's line of sight to
its giant dial. The only major complaint was with the heaters. Air-cooled cars aren't exactly set
up to pump extra calories into the driver's compartment and no one was able to decipher the
elaborate system of vents and levers Porsche had devised to prevent passengers from
becoming unwilling cybernaughts or whatever you call a freeze-dried corpse. Even though three
cars were equipped with the optional gas-fueled heater in addition to the forced-air system that
is standard, the complaint was universal. It could have been a grueling trip but, surprisingly,
none of the drivers in our 4-car caravan complained about anything but the heatersâ€”and
that's the essential thing about grand touring cars. The only time your confidence is jarred is
when a gust of wind cuts across your path. Porsches, like most rear engine cars, are plagued
with a wind stability problem that seems to defy reasonable solution. The ballast plate that used
to be installed behind the front bumpers to promote understeer and bring the car up to Group 2
homologated weight has now given way to a pair of batteries located in both front fenders, and
for , the wheelbase has been lengthened 2. The engine location was not changedâ€”instead the
trailing arms were lengthened so now the halfshafts slant to the rear. But gusting winds still
throw the cars off course and present an undeniable problem. Things went pretty much as
expected at Cecil County Dragowayâ€”a narrow quarter-mile strip billing itself as the Traction
Capital of the East. With much clutch slipping and other non-recommended tricks, the
4-cylinder , which was to lbs lighter than any of the 6-cylinder models went through the eyes in
At the other end of the scale was the S. Lightest of any of the models, it had to be brought off
the line at rpm so as to prevent bogging, and took The other fuel injected model, the E, was
bothered by the same low end response and registered a An impressive group of times for cars
whose forte definitely lies in fields other than straight-line acceleration. The standard 80 to 0
mph brake tests turned out to be among the most uneventful we've run in years by virtue of
Porsche's truly outstanding all-disc brake system solid discs on the , vented on the others.
Even the Targa was not far off the mark with. At least I'll be able to find out how they compare.
We use Marlboro to sort out our Trans-Am cars because it's so tight and so rough that if a car
handles well here it will handle well on just about any course. The horsepower T turned out to

be everybody's favorite, not only at Marlboro, where its relatively high torque at low rpm
allowed it to turn the second fastest lap times, but in traffic where the torque once again made it
the easiest car to drive. A different chassis, required by the Targa's roadster style, adds only
slightly to the weight of the car and proved to eliminate some of the handling problems Mark
Donohue didn't like in the coupe versions. Going through the banking you could hear constant
tire squeal which means it's committed and predictable and you can change it around and it
stays neutral, whereas with the others it was either over-steer or understeer. It's more a Fexible
Flyer. Donohue later added that he felt he could have gotten slightly better lap times had not the
right front brake refused to seat itself properly, which had adversely affected the brake test
results obtained the day before. But, what really made the Targa a standout in a group of
outstanding cars was the overall balance it exhibited. In fact the only time the Targa seemed
uncomfortable was when it was forced to cruise at low road speeds 20 to 25 mph for relatively
long distances. Then, no matter what the gear, the T engine continually bucks and lurches.
Although it is carbureted, the T shared an ailment common with the rest of the 6-cylinder
modelsâ€”which stems from smog emission adjustments. Another usual complaint with
roadster-style bodies that has been overcome is the lack of visibility when the top is in place.
Donohue's first comment on the S pretty much said it all. That rasping, cracking exhaust note
on the S really tells you right off it's not fooling around. There's no doubt about it, the
reincarnation of the S designation is a very serious car. Equipped with a Bosch fuel injection
system it is rated at hp at rpm. In addition, forged pistons are used for improved strength. The
FI's heart is a 6-plunger distributor pump which supplies fuel to each intake port via separate
pipes. The flow is intermittent and timed in the firing order sequence. Despite all this good stuff,
Donohue wasn't entirely happy with the engine's performance. The engine is very peaky,
working vigorously from about to rpm and being far less effective than the E, below those
speeds. The S was also equipped with Porsche's unique hydropneumatic suspension, a rather
strange combination considering that the new suspension is designed more for comfort more
than ultimate handling. The reason for this is that our test car was one of the first 10 made, and
the initial batch of Ss were primarily built as technical service school
demonstratorsâ€”therefore, they are equipped with all of the new gear, including the
suspension. And, since the entire suspension function is performed by a piston acting on a
high pressure gas chamber, no springs or anti-sway bars are used. For instance, when a load is
placed in the trunk, the front of the car goes down. After you start to drive, an internal
pumpâ€”activated by suspension motionâ€”pumps gas from a reservoir to the piston chamber
and returns the front of the car to its proper height. Obviously the bumpier the road, the sooner
the suspension reaches the proper heightâ€”but only on a glassy smooth surface should it take
more than a quarter of a mile. When you unload the car, it naturally rises, but as it does the
piston uncovers a port and the excess pressure bleeds off until the car settles down far enough
to cover the port. Still, Porsche feels that it doesn't allow the handling to be as finely tuned and
therefore will be building most Ss with the normal torsion bars and both front and rear sway
bars. After cracking off a series of I've never been so well treated, physically, in a race car. I'd
really like to take this car apart and see exactly how they've done it. I suspect that the secret
might lie in shock absorber valving. However, in regard to overall performance Mark had some
reservations, "Frankly, I was a bit disappointedâ€”mostly as a result of the engine and gearing.
The car isn't much faster than the Targa because of the need to keep the engine up in the top
range, but on a course like Bridgehampton, where speed counts for a great deal more, the
difference would be more obvious. It was also equipped with the hydropneumatic suspension
but its lap times were a disappointing This was largely accounted for by an idiosyncrasy in the
rear end. In general, there's a lot of initial understeer, but the E, because of that one weak
bushingâ€”which undoubtedly is unique to this particular car as none of the others had the
same problemâ€”would very suddenly and very unpredictably make the transition to oversteer.
It was a bit unnerving. While this isn't all bad on a race course, I'd like to see it corrected for
over-the-road driving. Trailing throttle over-steer definitely isn't what you want when you're
coming around a curve and suddenly find someone loafing along in front of you. Inevitably the
4-cylinder engine now rated a hp is due to be phased out of the Porsche line-up. In addition, if
you want wide wheels and tires they must be specially ordered. Its lap times were the slowest
simply because the engine lacked the punch of the 6-cylinder s. After several laps Mark
Donohue said, "I'm quite surprised that there isn't more of a difference between the ride and
handling characteristics. The 's ride is slightly less luxurious feeling than the hydropneumatic
suspension, but you really have to be looking for the difference. One thing that is really
impressive on all the cars is the fact that their low speed characteristics are identical to what's
going to happen at high speeds. It gives you a terrific sense of confidence and makes it much
easier to learn the car. Porsche's radical design isolates them from the mainstream of the

automotive world and even the simple facts that the cars cost so much and are in relatively
short supply has contributed to a mystique that few other vehicles in history have been able to
conjure. I'd really like to see other people try it. Just the rear engine alone lends to building a
better car. That's what an expert had to say, and we agree, but we're also sure that if Porsche
built ill-handling stones, the exquisite, almost watchmaker like, craftsmanship and attention to
creature comfort details would sell most of the limited production run. It seems as if every
switch and handle has been positioned without regard to cost or ease of assembly but because
that's where it should be. It's a very personal, very customed-tailored feeling that probably is
accountable for the fanatical devotion exhibited by Porsche owners. After all, it is easy enough
for anyone to bad-mouth a Robert Hall suit, but a person is much more committed if he
complains about a Dunhill creation. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. From the March issue of Car and Driver. Call
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From From the
Archive. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Exquisite office
space - nice but unusual. Wanted us to complete credit application by hand - strange.
Salesperson sarcastic when asked about detailing and put out when we decided no deal. Used
car was OK condition - not great. My experience with this dealer was pretty shady. How that
happens ,I dont know. I had left for my trade in and they didn't even count that money into my
down payment. They counted that money to keep it for themselves. Wish I could select 5 stars
twice Excellent customer service from Manuel. The rest of the team were helpful, courteous and
personable. Made my car buying experience hassle-free. Still interested but pointless. Seems
like a scam. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Porsche listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Ira.
CarGurus Pay. That glorious flat-6 naturally aspirated exudes something of a symphony from
the sport exhaust. The perfect driving position with its improbable rear engine design keeps you
planted through any chicanes and back roads. The gives drivers confidence on the track or
local roads with its precise design and electronic steering. The The motor was bumped up to a
3. Again, a marvelous car for the money. I think the features are great. It is missing me : This will
be my 4th Porsche and I dont believe there is anything else to compare it to. They are just a
bunch of fun to drive!!!! The summer is fun, the launch keeps bringing a smile to my face but
driving the car in a foot of snow with winter tires the wipers going fast and snow flying over the
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Porsche T For Sale 6 listings. Porsche S For Sale 3 listings.
Porsche S Targa For Sale 2 listings. Porsche T Targa For Sale 1 listing. Porsche E For Sale 1
listing. From Paris with Love Porsche E The full leather interior with a unique dark orange
shade, a stylish wooden steering wheel and the pleasant drive make this a beloved sports car
that can stand out against many grand tourers. The way this E drives is different than other
early s. The mechanical fuel injection makes the 2 litre air-cooled flat six engine run very
smoothly and it makes it easy to use. The unique self-leveling, hydropneumatic front
suspension of the E has been converted to Bilstein shocks with torsion bars. Combined with
original 14 inch Fuchs wheels and high profile tires make this the perfect all-round sports car
that is as comfortable and easy to drive as it is sporty. During the fine nut-and-bolt restoration
the upholstery was taken to the next level. The colour can be best described as Ayers Rock
Orange. Just like the Australian landmark the leather seats and panels show spectacular colour
changes from tan to dark orange and even brown when light changes. The original black
four-spoke steering wheel comes with the car, but the wooden steering wheel with polished
spokes adds an extra touch of luxury. Power windows, headrests and safety belts come in
handy for regular use. Just like the Blaupunkt Frankfurt push-button radio that completes the
dashboard. With hp, plenty of low end torque, and a tacho perfectly in sight every driver will
enjoy a spirited drive in the E. The dog-leg gearbox has a synchronized first gear, which was
pretty special at the time. Cruising or speeding both feel great, even when roads are bumpy.
With ventilated disk brakes at front, just like the S, these early s will make you feel much more
confident in traffic than most of their contemporaries. Extra character comes from the standing

pedals that provide a mechanical feeling that modern cars lack. All the right noises from the
engine and exhaust are never overdone. The current owner lives in Paris and treated this car
well. It drives perfect on all kind of occasions. Porsche E BMW R90S Mercedes-Benz W SE 3.
Rolls Royce Corniche I Want to keep tabs on all of the amazing cars we have available? Our VIP
List members get advanced notification of new vehicles that arrive in our showroom. Sign up
now! Feel free to stop by our shop during normal business hours to look over our current
inventory of Porsche , and models available for sale, or to view current restoration projects in
progress. If you are seeking a consultation for a restoration project, please call us for an
appointment with one of our restoration experts. Ask about our Guaranteed Sales Program. We
will purchase your car for a pre-agreed price in the event it did not sell during the agreed
consignment period. Call our Sales Department today for further details about this and all other
programs available for selling your car. If your car is in need of repairs CPR will perform those
repairs and make your car ready to sell. The expense of the repairs will be deducted from your
proceeds, no cash out of pocket for you to get your car ready to sell. We only consign cars that
have a clean title. Branded, rebuilt or salvage title vehicles are prohibited. Fill out the form to the
right and tell us what exactly you may be looking for- we may very likely know where to find it!
Because we have complete body and mechanical shops where we perform our remanufactured
quality restorations, we are uniquely qualified to perform a PPI on any Porsche. Our mechanics
are among the best in the business. They are intimately familiar with each and every mechanical
system on early Porsches. Each day they rebuild and assemble early Porsches from the shell
up. Our body men are equally as talented. Most of the cars that they encounter on a daily basis
are dismantled to the shell and completely restored to factory specifications. As such they are
intimately familiar with every nut and bolt on every early Porsche. Most shops specialize in
either the body or the mechanicals. Body men are not good at analyzing mechanicals, and
mechanics are not very good at analyzing bodies. This necessitates taking your car to 2 shops,
an inconvenience nobody needs. This example underwent detailed, sympathetic restoration at
CPR Classic in and presents today as if it were just completed! This numbers-matching E
arrived at CPR in early as a nice driver that was in need of some restoration work to be taken to
the next level. A new black carpet kit was installed as well as a new headliner, door pockets, and
door panels. All five original Fuch wheels were sent to Al Reed Polishing for refinishing and
remain in excellent condition. Since completion, this E has spent the last seven years with two
owners being regularly maintained, exercised, and fastidiously housed. It has covered less than
9, miles since completion and presents today as an excellent street-level restoration
throughout. Recently returning to us in trade on another car, this E offers an opportunity to
immediately purchase a CPR sympathetic restoration that will serve its next owner well for
many years and miles to come. This example is the perfect car for someone looking to drive and
enjoy their and a great car to enter into any street class at a concours. This E comes with a
six-month powertrain warranty from CPR. Don't miss an opportunity to purchase this
outstanding early E! Restorations Sales Contact Details Name. Last name. Outlying Islands U.
Consignment Help us provide quality vehicles to sell to our customers. Exterior color.
Transmission type Transmission Type Automatic Manual. Notes Vehicle:. Previous Next. Year
min. Model Select Model. Body style. Transmission Transmission Type Automatic Manual.
Pre-Purchase Inspection Our mechanics are among the best in the business. We provide a true
one-stop solution to all your PPI needs. Call for an appointment - Read More. Interior Color
Black. About Restoration process services resources Portfolio inventory consignment Car
Finder media. Join our VIP list. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. RM Auctions. This one competed at
Le Mans 3 times, and won the Acropolis Rally in You're looking at one of just six factory-built
Porsche S rally cars. Here's the neat part about that: since it was a back in the era when
Porsches were jacks-of-all-courses, that also meant it could compete in contemporary Le Mans
races. Of which it did. Three times. With a handful of different engines, and with not a lot of
success. But these are worthy belt-notches for a vintage Porsche. Let's take a closer look. A
short-ratio Type gearbox and a ZF limited slip differential were also fitted. Weighing around lbs
dry, the car boasted a liter fuel tank, race seats, upgraded experimental front brakes, and larger
anti-roll bars front and rear. This car dominated the Acropolis Rally. It finished 1 minute 32
seconds ahead of the second place car. After just one race, it appears, the car was sold to a
private owner in France. Here began the second stage of its career. It appeared in a few French
road-races, which it usually DNF or finished out of podium contention. It did take second place
in the Rally Jeanne d'Arc in Then, it made its first Le Man appearance in with a 2. It finished, but
was too far back to classify as a ranked finisher. It was sold, and ran Le Mans in This time it
DNF with a broken transmission. One last try: in , it made its final Le Mans appearance, with a 2.
In the 17th hour, an engine problem sidelined the car. After this, the old race car went through a

series of French owners. At some point, it was restored with what RM calls "an original factory
engine"â€”but not necessarily a correct factory engine. The car will be presented at the RM
Paris auction with a 2. It'll be a lot of fun, but it's not exactly original. It also won't be cheap. That
being said, it's true that this is a factory race car with what appears to be documented
competition history. Le Mans entries, successful or not, are worth something. Caveat emptor ,
as always, if you're thinking about buying a period racer. This one will cross the block in Paris
on February 4th. See the listing here. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. More From Vintage. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. Today, all but true Porsche enthusiasts may have forgotten that the Butzi
Porsche-styled aka, had a four-cylinder twin for the first five years of production. A is
essentially a body paired with a pushrod four-cylinder, which was actually a slightly detuned
variant of the SC motor. Outside of the engine compartment, only badging and interior fitments
distinguished the from the , with true base cars having a plastic steering wheel rim and a
three-dial dash as opposed to the s five-dial unit. A four-speed all-synchromesh transmission
was standard with a five-speed optional. Most of the other usual options were available
including special order paints, a sunroof, and the unique soft rear window Targa top. For , like
the , the rode on a stretched wheelbase with flared fenders and redesigned gauges. The range
expanded and a wider cost gap included the range-topping S, the mid-level E and the base T. By
, Porsche sought to carve out an entry-level market for itself with the Volkswagen-produced In ,
though, with the demise of the and with the new,
passat coolant temp sensor
catalytic converter ticking
2003 ford explorer fuel filter
water-cooled, front-engined not quite ready for public consumption, Porsche resuscitated the
called the E for one year only. The E utilized the 2. Enthusiasts now recognize that despite a
less potent motor, the nevertheless offers all of the quality and styling one would expect from a
s , but with easier maintenance as well as better balance and weight distribution. For all Hagerty
Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a
claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is
covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. History of the Porsche Today, all but
true Porsche enthusiasts may have forgotten that the Butzi Porsche-styled aka, had a
four-cylinder twin for the first five years of production.

